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Baby and Child-Specific Products in Indonesia

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Healthy performance in 2023, despite further decline in national birth rate, with innovation driving growth in baby wipes
Organic and natural-based ingredients garner greater attention, as they are perceived as being safer choices
Manufacturers seek to build trust through online channels

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Healthy outlook for baby and child-specific products
Education will play a key role in expanding sales
Organic/natural based ingredients will be increasingly popular, as manufacturers look to follow environmentally sustainable processes
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Bath and Shower in Indonesia
KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS

New product development plays important role in driving sales, particularly in terms of natural ingredients and lightening and brightening properties

Impending excise tax on plastic packaging is likely to have huge impact on bath and shower category

Lifebuoy seeks to maintain a positive brand image through social responsibility endeavours, while Johnson’s Baby switches talc formula, following series of lawsuits

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Opportunity for whitening bath and shower products as players make use of innovative ingredients

Bath and shower will benefit from greater focus on body care

Local companies have potential to expand their presence by embracing halal green philosophy

CATEGORY DATA
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Colour Cosmetics in Indonesia

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Healthy growth in 2023, with lip products seeing a high level of innovation

Social media plays an increasingly important role in players’ marketing strategies, as embodied by Hebe Beauty

Cheap Chinese brands flood the category

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Healthy outlook for colour cosmetics in the forecast period, with young consumers expected to shape the direction of the market

Chinese brands will continue to make waves, while players will also create more hybrid products, which provide skin care benefits

Sustainability to continue to grow in importance and scope in colour cosmetics
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Deodorants in Indonesia

KEY DATA FINDINGS
2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Disappointing performance in 2023, alongside consumer concerns about skin discoloration
Increasing demand for natural deodorants, as well as new formats
Unilever sees decline in sales in face of anti-Israel boycotts

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Healthy outlook expected, thanks to development of new formats
Rising demand for more natural and safer options
Players will pursue new market segments, with Nivea introducing a new addition to its Hijab line deodorants
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Table 42 - Sales of Deodorants by Category: Value 2018-2023
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Depilatories in Indonesia

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Hair removal treatments by skin care clinics hinder performance of depilatories
Procter & Gambel retains prominence in women's razors and blades

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Healthy outlook expected, as price sensitive consumers seek out cheaper hair removal methods, albeit from low base
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Table 51 - Sales of Depilatories by Category: Value 2018-2023
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Fragrances in Indonesia

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Fragrances face competition from more affordable alternatives
Market sees increasing fragmentation
E-commerce helps local brands to gain the attention of the public

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Local fragrances to gain traction, but international brands continue to appeal to higher-end consumers
Collaboration with popular local celebrities will be common marketing strategy
The Body Shop launches new fragrances based on natural ingredients during Fragrance Festival
KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Products targeting specific hair care problems help drive sales
Impending excise tax on plastic packaging is likely to have huge impact on hair care category, especially standard shampoo
E-commerce leverages price advantages to gain traction

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Standard shampoos to drive the performance of hair care
Players will target specific hair care issues, with hair loss being a key focus
Players enhance shampoo formulas to cater to hijab users

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Rising awareness of men’s grooming products underpins strong performance
Popular men’s grooming products tend to target specific problems
International players come under pressure from smaller brands

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Men’s grooming has strong growth potential in Indonesia
Local brands will increasingly penetrate the category
Halal men’s skin care products emerge, with Kahf leading the way
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Oral Care in Indonesia

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Modest growth in 2023, as consumers cut back on non-essential expenditure
The younger generations are fuelling the growth of the category
Israel-Hamas war begins to impact competitive landscape

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Healthy outlook for oral care as consumers move towards health prevention to maintain wellbeing and save money
Environmentally-friendly products will be highly sought after by consumers
Bricks-and-mortar retail channels will continue to dominate distribution of oral care

CATEGORY DATA

Table 88 - Sales of Oral Care by Category: Value 2018-2023
Table 89 - Sales of Oral Care by Category: % Value Growth 2018-2023
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Skin Care in Indonesia

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Younger generations play a major role in the healthy performance of skin care
Products with active ingredients continue to be highly sought after by consumers
Local brands gain traction

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Facial care set to continue to drive category performance
Continued preference for whitening facial products, as well as those targeting skin conditions, such as acne
Forecast period will see greater support for local products

CATEGORY DATA
Sun Care in Indonesia

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Growing levels of health awareness enhance the performance of sun care
“Less is more” trend enhances the performance of sun care
Mass brands are key contributors to retail sales

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Expansion of the product offer and higher consumer awareness underpin healthy growth
New formats, such as sprays and sticks, provide consumers with a higher level of comfort and convenience
Players develop invisible sunscreens

CATEGORY DATA
Table 112 - Sales of Sun Care by Category: Value 2018-2023
Table 113 - Sales of Sun Care by Category: % Value Growth 2018-2023
Table 114 - NBO Company Shares of Sun Care: % Value 2019-2023
Table 115 - LBN Brand Shares of Sun Care: % Value 2020-2023
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Table 117 - Forecast Sales of Sun Care by Category: Value 2023-2028
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Premium Beauty and Personal Care in Indonesia

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Modest growth in 2023, as price-sensitive middle-income consumers switch to cheaper alternatives
“Skinvestors” look to slow down the ageing process
Multinational brands drive sales

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Premiumisation will continue apace within skin care
Growing threat of more affordable, local brands, but premium skin care will remain immune to this trend
Increasing focus on digital platforms, as players seek to enhance visibility

CATEGORY DATA
Table 119 - Sales of Premium Beauty and Personal Care by Category: Value 2018-2023
Table 120 - Sales of Premium Beauty and Personal Care by Category: % Value Growth 2018-2023
Table 121 - NBO Company Shares of Premium Beauty and Personal Care: % Value 2019-2023
Table 122 - LBN Brand Shares of Premium Beauty and Personal Care: % Value 2020-2023
Mass Beauty and Personal Care in Indonesia

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Mass products see positive growth, thanks to beneficial demographic trends and developments in the consumer behaviour
Body care products gain importance within mass personal care category
Israel-Hamas war impacts beauty and personal care landscape in Indonesia, with local companies benefiting from a growing presence

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Healthy growth expected, with South Korean beauty products remaining popular
Israel-Hamas war will likely continue to have an impact on the competitive landscape, while Beiersdorf expands its production facility
Conscious beauty trend will gain traction, although science-backed claims will remain important

CATEGORY DATA

Table 123 - Forecast Sales of Premium Beauty and Personal Care by Category: Value 2023-2028
Table 124 - Forecast Sales of Premium Beauty and Personal Care by Category: % Value Growth 2023-2028
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